
 BUSINESS  CASE  STUD
Real-time Video Scaling and FPS Conversion
broadcast stream to Europe 
Our current customer, an US based TV station
audience and decides to deliver its broadcast 
station requires a tailored solution to handle the delivery of the US 
broadcast stream to its European on-the
defined solution is needed to receive the 
and to perform a real-time transcoding.
The major challenge in this project results
native broadcast streams on the 2 continents
The native format used by the TV station
while the native format used in Europe is 1080p @ 25
The second challenge is the long distance between the 
locations for the software installations and
premises. Furthermore, the new solutions in European premises have to 
guarantee seamless integration with the existing broadcast 
USA.  
The US TV station chooses to go with the 
to be installed in the cloud facility in Europe and 
US premises.  
For this project a new set of features have been developed
implemented: 
 Real-time frame rate conversion from 
transcoding; 
 Video resolution conversion from IP to HD SDI source to IP transcoding
 Audio format conversion from IP or HD SDI source to IP 
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MAJOR CHALLENGES: 
Real-time conversion from native 
US broadcast stream - 1080p @ 
29.97 fps to the native European - 
1080p @ 25 fps. 
Complete integration with the 
existing broadcast workflow. 
Software-defined solutions 
suitable for cloud installation.  
 
 
ACHIEVED RESULTS: 
 Real-time frame rate, video 
resolution & audio format 
conversion from IP or HD SDI 
source from 1080 @ 29.97 fps to 
1080 @ 25 fps 
 Seamless integration with the 
existing  working  broadcast 
systems 
 Expanded audience in Europe 
 Reduced workflow costs with 
installation of cloud-based, 
software-defined solutions 
 
 
 



 RELEVANT JONGATE SOLUTIONS
Our customer  had already installed 
Playout - JPlayout provides output via SD SDI, HD SDI, HDMI, Composite, Component, IP, UDP, RTP, HLS 
(HTTP Live Streaming) and DASH (Dynamic 
integrated with the encoder & IP streaming
Encoder & IP Streaming - JIPEncoder 
devices and third party cloud service providers. The 
Graphics - JGraphics provides TV channel branding. Allows 
external data resources as well as using graphical presets for quick switching between different graphical 
templates. The solution is fully integrated in
Playlist - JPlaylist provides playout workflow 
editing. It's also used as an audio and
 
For delivering and broadcasting in Europe the customer had 
installed the following newly re-
JONGATE solutions: 
Customized Encoder & IP Streaming 
format conversion  during the encoding or transcoding process
solution receives IP stream in 1080 @ 29.97 
transcoding into 1080 @ 25 fps and streams it via IP.
is fully integrated in the playout for better
Customized Capture & Encoding - provides both manual and 
automated HD capturing and creating
displaying them on broadcaster’s web site and syndica
social media. The solution performs real
received 1080 @ 29.97 fps and captures files with 

 

SOLUTIONS: 
lready installed the following JONGATE solutions in its

provides output via SD SDI, HD SDI, HDMI, Composite, Component, IP, UDP, RTP, HLS 
and DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP). The solution

integrated with the encoder & IP streaming and graphics overlay for easy control from a single 
JIPEncoder creates high-quality IP streaming, including to mobile and connected 

service providers. The solution is integrated in the pla
provides TV channel branding. Allows creation of graphical elements connected to 

well as using graphical presets for quick switching between different graphical 
integrated in the playout for better control. 

provides playout workflow automation through offline and on-the
dio and video playout preview solution. 

delivering and broadcasting in Europe the customer had 
-designed and customized 

 - provides real-time audio and video 
during the encoding or transcoding process. The 

in 1080 @ 29.97 fps and performs real-time 
and streams it via IP. Again, the solution 

better control.  
provides both manual and time-

creating video clips from live source for 
displaying them on broadcaster’s web site and syndicating highlights to 

The solution performs real-time transcoding from the 
captures files with 1080 @ 25 fps. 
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solution is closely 
for easy control from a single application. 

to mobile and connected 
is integrated in the playout for better control. 

of graphical elements connected to 
well as using graphical presets for quick switching between different graphical 

the-fly playlist creation & 
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